Welcome to the 2018 IACLEA Annual Conference and Exposition. Delegate attendees will have a wide variety of educational opportunities to attend, including General Sessions, Workshops and Breakout Sessions, as well as special networking events. Conference badges are required for entry into all conference events; this includes Guests. Please go to the IACLEA Registration Desk to request badges and order a Guest package.

**Thursday, June 28, 2018**

9:00 AM – 3:00 PM  **PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOP: Clery Perspectives: Unpacking Emerging Issues in Clery Compliance**  
Curacao 6/7

Nationally renowned campus safety experts from D. Stafford & Associates, Clery Center, and Margolis Healy will address emerging issues in Clery Act Compliance. The session allows participants to learn from subject-matter experts about key challenges in Clery compliance and practical solutions.

**Friday, June 29, 2018**

7:30 AM – 6:00 PM  **Registration**  
Grand Sierra South Registration Desk

8:00 AM – 9:00 AM  **First Timers & International Attendee Meet & Greet**  
Curacao 6/7/8  
*Sponsored by SymbolArts*

9:00 AM – 9:30 AM  **Break**  
Curacao 6/7/8

9:30 AM – 11:30 AM  **Opening Ceremonies & Orlando Police on the Pulse Nightclub Shooting**  
Grand Sierra F-I

Deputy Chief Mark Canty and Lieutenant Scott Smith, Orlando Police Department

On June 12, 2016, the City of Orlando faced one of the worst mass shootings in U.S. history. The killer entered the Pulse Nightclub and in very short order, began shooting its customers and staff. When the attack ended, the shooter killed a total of 49 people and wounded over 50 others. This presentation will explore the Orlando Police Department’s patrol response and SWAT deployment to the terror attack at the Pulse Nightclub. The presenters will also discuss the command decision making process during the attack, as well as the aftermath.  

*Sponsored by Verizon Public Safety*

11:30 AM – 1:00 PM  **Corporate Partner Luncheon**  
Grand Sierra F-I

1:30 PM – 3:00 PM  **Ribbon Cutting & Exhibit Hall**  
Grand Sierra A-E

1:30 PM – 3:00 PM  **Break**  
Grand Sierra A-E  
*Sponsored by NDI Recognition Services and Digital Stakeout*

3:00 PM – 4:30 PM  **REGIONAL MEETINGS**

- Canada  
  Bonaire 5
- North Atlantic  
  Bonaire 6
- Mid-Atlantic  
  Bonaire 7
- Mid-America  
  Bonaire 8
- Southeast  
  Curacao 1
- Southwest  
  Curacao 2
- Mountain-Pacific  
  Curacao 3
- International  
  Curacao 4

3:00 PM – 4:30 PM  **Corporate Partner Meeting**  
Bonaire 1
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Saturday, June 30, 2018

4:30 PM – 6:30 PM Welcome Reception
Sponsored by Ford Motor Company

4:30 PM – 6:30 PM Exhibit Hall

5:00 PM – 5:30 PM Company Presentation
AppArmor and Vanderbilt University

7:00 AM – 8:00 AM Morning Refreshments
Grand Sierra Foyer

7:00 AM – 3:00 PM Registration
Grand Sierra South Registration

7:30 AM – 9:30 AM Awards Ceremony and Fireside Chat with Tom Ridge
Grand Sierra F-I

Governor Tom Ridge, and Carolyn Parent, CEO, LiveSafe Mobile

This very special plenary session will feature a wide-ranging and interactive conversation with Governor Tom Ridge, the first U.S. Secretary of Homeland Security who will share his experiences and perspectives on security from almost fifty years in public service. Throughout his career, security and risk management have been central themes, from his time in the U.S. Army in Vietnam to serving as a two-term governor of Pennsylvania to being named the country’s first Secretary of Homeland Security in the aftermath of the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks. In an increasingly complex and risk-filled world, Governor Ridge provides practical insight into how we can support both security and freedom.

Sponsored by LiveSafe Mobile

9:30 AM – 10:00 AM Break
Sponsored by Uber

9:30 AM – 12:30 PM Exhibit Hall

10:00 AM – 10:30 PM Company Presentation
Ford Motor Company

11:30 AM – 12:30 PM Lunch with Exhibitors
Sponsored by Margolis Healy and Cozen O’Connor

12:30 PM – 4:30 PM NEW! Corporate Partner Appointments
Antigua 1/2

Book one-on-one 15-minute meetings with Corporate Partners of your choice via IACLEA Mobile to discuss your campus-specific needs.

WORKSHOPS

12:30 PM – 1:20 PM What Campus Law Enforcement Administrators Need to Know About the Drug-Free Schools and Communities Act
Bonaire 1/2

Michael DeBowes, Director of Research & Strategic Initiatives, The National Association of Clery Compliance Officers and Professionals (NACCOP)

This presentation will provide an overview of the law’s history and requirements, including an overview of how to develop, distribute, and evaluate an institution’s drug and alcohol prevention program in accordance with the law. Additionally, the presenter will review current trends in enforcement, and provide practical guidance for enhancing institutional compliance programs. The role of campus law enforcement in Drug-Free Schools and Communities Act of 1989 (DFSCA) compliance efforts will also be discussed.

12:30 PM – 1:20 PM Active Shooter: Managing the Mass Casualty Threat
Bonaire 3/4

James Green, Unit Chief and Greg Nestor, Supervisory Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Violence Reduction Unit

This is a new documentary film produced by the FBI in association with Rocket Media focusing on the lessons...
learned from three of the most horrific active shooter events in the United States. This presentation will explain the FBI's Active Shooter Initiative, discuss current trends involving active shooter events occurring in the United States, show the documentary film, and lead a summary discussion about the films key learning points to include the extreme necessity of an integrated police/fire response to these events. A DVD copy of the film will be made available to each workshop participant.

12:30 PM – 1:20 PM Using Technology to Improve Accountability at Your Agency
Bonaire 5/6

Cynthia Pugsley, Accreditation Manager, University of Central Florida Police Department

The objective of this session is to show how the nation's largest university is achieving these outcomes with the use of technology. By investing in a web-based policy management software, the University of Central Florida's Police Department ensures employees have a practical understanding of the requirements set forth for them in department policy and procedures and efficiently pass along departmental changes and training bulletins. Attendees will learn how UCF uses technology to disseminate information and training quickly.

12:30 PM – 1:20 PM Investigating & Management of a High-Profile Sexual Assault Occurrence on Campus
Bonaire 7/8

Captain Donnie Harville, Vanderbilt University Police Department

This workshop will be walk-through of a high-profile sexual assault investigation that occurred on Vanderbilt's campus. Attendees be asked their opinions on certain topics and will leave able to assist their agencies in future incidents.

12:30 PM – 1:20 PM Virginia Tech: A Story of Survival and Recovery
Curacao 1/2

Lisa Hamp, Koshka Foundation

Through her raw and emotional presentation, Lisa will share a survivor's perspective on experiencing and recovering from Virginia Tech school shooting. She'll provide a moment-by-moment recap of how her class built a barricade to prevent the shooter from entering their classroom and how law enforcement rescued and exited her out of the building. She will share her struggle to return to a "normal" life during the weeks, months, and years that followed. Lisa will discuss a variety of hard, but powerful lessons that she has learned since that tragic day.

12:30 PM – 1:20 PM The Traditions of Policing: What Would It Mean to Bring Back the Peace Officers?
Curacao 3/4

Roz Kelsey, Director, Office of Gendered Violence Prevention, University of Regina

In this forum, we will present human resource statistics around policing and law enforcement that result in decreased performance, health associated leaves, critical personal issues and others. To accompany these stats, an argument will be made to link the hyper-masculine culture often associated with police officers. Here we suggest the necessary expansion of masculine culture to include the taboo concept of policing in light of the opposing, and of threatening, concept of the feminine. Join this session to discuss the expansion of traditional masculine policing where we ask what would it mean to bring back the Peace Officers?
12:30 PM – 1:20 PM Sexual Assault Response Trained Officers: You Have One Chance to Get It Right
Curacao 6/7/8
Chief Jay Gruber, Assistant Vice President for Public Safety and Sgt. Sarah Halpern-Ruder, Georgetown University Police Department

Managing campus sexual assaults and sexual assault survivors will continue to be a top priority for universities and their police and security departments. Having the right tools and training in place to manage the experience for the sexual assault survivor is key to a successful police/survivor interaction. The Georgetown University Police Department has developed a team of officers who have had extensive training to help the survivor manage the process from reporting to prosecution and the student judicial process. This session will outline how the team was developed, staffed, and trained, as well as the tools the team uses to carry out its mission.

1:30 PM – 2:45 PM INDUSTRY CHALLENGE: Crisis Management on University and College Campuses
Grand Sierra F-I

Panelists: Chris Connolly, Sr. Director of Security, Harvard University; John Scully, Deputy Director of Security, Fashion Institute of Technology; Jack Briggs, Associate Vice President, Emergency Preparedness & Security Systems, New York University; David Profit, Associate Director, Office of Safety & Security, Bowdoin College; Michael Kaselouskas, Assistant Chief, Department of Public Safety, University of Hartford; Kelly Nee, Chief of Police/Executive Director of Public Safety, Boston University; Emil Fioravanti, Chief of Police/Director of Public Safety, University of Massachusetts - Dartmouth

Join your peers on our panel of experts as we discuss how to develop and implement a successful crisis management plan on College and University campuses.

Sponsored by Securitas

COMMITTEE MEETINGS

3:00 PM – 4:15 PM Communications Committee Bonaire 1/2
3:00 PM – 4:15 PM Government Relations Committee Bonaire 3/4
3:00 PM – 4:15 PM Accreditation Commission Bonaire 5/6
3:00 PM – 4:15 PM Annual Conference Education Bonaire 7/8
3:00 PM – 4:15 PM Distance Learning Committee Curacao 1/2
3:00 PM – 4:15 PM Two Year Institution Curacao 3/4
3:00 PM – 4:15 PM Minority Members Curacao 6/7/8
3:00 PM – 4:15 PM Domestic Preparedness Committee Antigua 1/2

5:00 PM – 6:00 PM Corporate Partner & Sponsor Appreciation Reception
B.B. Kings Blues Club
By Invitation only

6:00 PM – 10:00 PM Chief's Night & 60th Anniversary Celebration
B.B. Kings Blues Club
Bus transportation available beginning at 5:30 PM from the hotel lobby

All delegates are invited to this family-friendly evening of fun!
Sunday, July 1, 2018

5:00 AM – 7:00 AM  Law Enforcement Torch Run for Special Olympics  
Caribe Royale closed course

7:00 AM – 11:00 AM  Registration  
Grand Sierra South Registration

7:30 AM – 9:30 AM  Accreditation Awards & Crowd Management: Ensuring Protection of First Amendment Rights  
Grand Sierra F-I

Attorney Eric Daigle, Daigle Law Group, LLC

The demonstrations of the past few years, including the riots, occupy movements, college campuses, and flash mobs have put law enforcement on notice of an obligation to prepare their departments for a proper response to these events. This will include a legal review of the First Amendment issues associated with crowd control and operational standards. These standards which are taken from prior incidents across the country set the basis of policy standards, training requirements, operational concerns and appropriate supervision to crowd management situations.

Sponsored by PowerDMS

9:30 AM – 10:00 AM  Break  
Grand Sierra Foyer

10:00 AM – 11:30 AM  Finance Committee Meeting  
Regents Board Room

WORKSHOPS

10:00 AM – 10:50 AM  Investigating & Management of a High-Profile Sexual Assault Occurrence on Campus  
Bonaire 1/2

Captain Donnie Harville, Vanderbilt University Police Department

This workshop will walk through a high-profile sexual assault investigation that occurred on Vanderbilt's campus. Attendees will be asked their opinions on certain topics and will leave with the skills to better assist their agencies in future incidents.

10:00 AM – 10:50 AM  Legal Issues Update  
Bonaire 3/4

Dolores Stafford, President & CEO and John Hart, Director of Legal Affairs, D. Stafford & Associates

DSA will conduct an update on the Clery Act, VAWA, Title IX and will focus on changes outlined in the revised Department of Education Clery Handbook that will be published within the next 4-6 months and will review case law results from 2016 through 2018.
10:00 AM – 10:50 AM  
**Mitigating Risk: A Partnership Between Facilities & Campus Security**  
*Bonaire 5/6*  
E. Lander Medlin, Executive Vice President, APPA, *Leadership in Educational Facilities*; Keith Woodwards, Assistant Vice President, Facilities Management, Quinnipiac University; Jack Colby, Emeritus, APPA Past President and AVC, Facilities Operations, North Carolina State University

APPA's Facilities Thought Leaders Symposium focus this year is an enterprise-wide risk in concert with institutional risk managers and the law enforcement community. Frankly, the risks to people and property on campuses today are very real. Although a potential challenge on some campuses, our goal is to stress and re-emphasize the partnership needed between facilities and the campus security departments to address prioritized risks in a business/resource-constrained environment.

10:00 AM – 10:50 AM  
**Timely Warnings vs. Emergency Notifications: Separate & Distinct**  
*Bonaire 7/8*  
Abigail Boyer, Associate Executive Director, Clery Center

As we work with colleges and universities nationwide, Clery Center often finds that institutions conflate or confuse Clery Act timely warning and emergency notification and evacuation policy requirements. This session will explore the distinctions between Clery Act timely warnings and emergency notifications as well as teach strategies to develop policies and procedures for each type of alert. This session will provide strategies for navigating campus opinions on the intentions of each alert while answering frequently asked questions about implementing policy into practice.

10:00 AM – 10:50 AM  
**Succession Planning Strategies for the 21st Century: Getting Ahead of the Trend**  
*Curacao 1/2*  
Brent Ransom, President & CEO and Gisela Salas, PhD, Director, Organizational Development, The Sawgrass Group

In today's society, recruitment, selection, and retention of police officers is one of the greatest challenges facing law enforcement organizations. The demands, expectations, social, and technological pressures are only one side of what is evident to human resource professionals. In this presentation, participants will be provided a snapshot into the current state of police in regards to recruitment, hiring and "replacing" leadership positions within their organization and an overview of best practice strategies for succession planning.

10:00 AM – 10:50 AM  
**The Ohio State University Attack: Lessons Learned**  
*Curacao 3/4*  
Craig Stone, Executive Director and Chief of Police, University of Illinois and Kimberly Spears-McNatt, Interim Chief of Police, The Ohio State University Police Division

This presentation will provide an overview of The University of Ohio Department of Public Safety and University Police Division, and will explore the public safety response to the November 2016 attacks at Ohio State University. This session will examine the response to the incident, including unified command, managing three crime scenes and alerting the campus community. Other topics covered include media relations, training, and preparedness.
What Does A Robust Response to Gender Based Violence on Campus Look Like? Lessons Learned from the OVW Campus Law Enforcement and Public Safety Training Initiatives
Curacao 6/7/8
Rebecca Dreke, Consultant and Sgt. B.A. Robbins, University of Illinois Police Department

Participants of this workshop will learn about the four pillars of an effective campus law enforcement response to gender based violence:
1. Comprehensive and current training for all department members;
2. Collaboration and cooperation with key campus stakeholders;
3. Detailed internal policy & protocols;
4. Avenues for critical evaluation and feedback that lead to accountability.

WORKSHOPS

11:00 AM – 11:50 AM
What Campus Law Enforcement Administrators Need to Know About the Drug-Free Schools and Communities Act
Bonaire 1/2
Michael DeBowes, Director of Research & Strategic Initiatives, The National Association of Clery Compliance Officers and Professionals (NACCOP)

This presentation will provide an overview of the law's history and requirements, including an overview of how to develop, distribute, and evaluate an institution's drug and alcohol prevention program in accordance with the law. Additionally, the presenter will review current trends in enforcement, and provide practical guidance for enhancing institutional compliance programs. The role of campus law enforcement in Drug-Free Schools and Communities Act of 1989 (DFSCA) compliance efforts will also be discussed.

11:00 AM – 11:50 AM
Mirror Mirror on the Wall: How Do you Assess Fairness for One and All?
Bonaire 3/4
Melissa Bradley, Senior Policy Analyst, U.S. Department of Justice COPS Office; Jason Stamps, Assistant Director, Center for Public Safety & Justice, University of Illinois; Chief Mike Davis, Northeastern University

This panel discusses implementing procedural justice into law enforcement organizations and how to examine your agency in a procedurally just way. The panelists describe procedural justice in terms of promising practices that emphasize career and talent development, build strong supervisor/employee relationships, create a conversant organization, implement an executive leadership approach, routinely assess your agency's progress, and build relationships with the communities you serve.

11:00 AM – 11:50 AM
Beyond Run.Hide.Fight - How to Conduct Dynamic Training for Active Shooter Survival and Response
Bonaire 5/6
Kevin Davis, Assistant Director of Public Safety and Ed Daughety, Deputy Director of Training & Investigations, Harding University

What was once unfathomable has become standard-place in today's society. Unfortunately, “active shooter“ is a term that has become all too recognizable worldwide. This class will inform participants of best practices to create a dynamic training program for both responders and civilians for an active shooter incident. This workshop focuses on rapid situational assessment and response from both an unarmed, civilian standpoint as well as an armed responder standpoint. The session will delve into how to utilize existing resources to create realistic drills that will provide confidence to civilians.
and responders alike. We will also teach security personnel how to create a sustainable training program aimed at providing the maximum chance of survival.

11:00 AM – 11:50 AM **Building and Facilitating a Successful Table Top Exercise for Your Campus**

*Bonaire 7/8*

Chief (Ret.) Frank Zebedis, *Winthrop University;* Chief Paul Dean, *Assistant Vice President, University of New Hampshire*

Colleges and universities are experiencing a wide variety of critical incidents, including active shooters, protests, and natural disasters. This presentation will give the audience an understanding of how to build a successful table top exercise specific to their campus. It will focus on the importance of preparation, response, and recovery to a critical incident. This presentation will also discuss the necessary parts of creating an After-Action report which can be used for self-evaluation and improvement.

11:00 AM – 11:50 AM **Victim Link: A Technology Solution for Providing Sexual Assault Victims with Law Enforcement Reporting Options**

*Curacao 1/2*

Kristina Rose, *Executive Director* and Chief Jerald Monohan, *End Violence Against Women International*

End Violence Against Women International (EVAWI) has received funding from the U.S. Department of Justice, Office for Victims of Crime to enhance and expand Seek Then Speak, an initiative designed to improve responses, services, and access for victims of sexual assault. EVAWI has partnered with Ten8Tech, a technology firm which offers Victim Link, a cloud-based digital communication platform for law enforcement, to modify its patented technology to facilitate an interactive dialog with victims of sexual assault. Seek Then Speak provides sexual assault survivors a way to interact directly with Victim Link to gather information, explore options and connect directly with local resources to get help or report to law enforcement. Seek Then Speak was developed in conjunction with EVAWI’s Start by Believing campaign which is dedicated to helping the public and criminal justice professionals understand how to respond when a sexual assault victim confides in them after an assault.

11:00 AM – 11:50 AM **Learning Lessons from the Attack that Didn’t Happen - The Police Foundation’s Averted School Violence Platform**

*Curacao 6/7/8*

Sarah Solano, *Project Assistant, Police Foundation*

The Police Foundation has built a national database to record incidents of averted and/or completed acts of school violence. The database currently contains over 40 open source incidents of school violence populated primarily by Police Foundation staff. We will provide information about the database, data fields collected, process for submitting a report, and benefits of participating in the initiative.

12:00 PM – 1:00 PM **Women Members Lunch**

*Grand Sierra B*

Sponsored by D. Stafford & Associates, *CONCEPT Professional Training and Protect International*
WORKSHOPS

1:00 PM – 1:50 PM
Student Conduct Administrator Knowledge of the Clery Act: Results from a National Study
Bonaire 1/2
Michael DeBowes, Director of Research & Strategic Initiatives, The National Association of Clery Compliance Officers and Professionals (NACCOP)

Participants attending this presentation will be able to 1. identify the areas of knowledge deficiency among student conduct administrators; and 2. identify the systems, processes, and training necessary to enhance the accuracy of crime statistics reported to campus police/public safety by student conduct personnel. Although this session will be primarily didactic in nature, attendees will be strongly encouraged to voice their questions and concerns throughout the session, and will be polled on various questions regarding their institutional compliance efforts regarding the statistical reporting obligations of the Clery Act.

1:00 PM – 1:50 PM
Beyond Run.Hide.Fight - How to Conduct Dynamic Training for Active Shooter Survival and Response
Bonaire 3/4
Kevin Davis, Assistant Director of Public Safety and Ed Daughety, Deputy Director of Training & Investigations, Harding University

What was once unfathomable has become standard-place in today’s society. Unfortunately, “active shooter” is a term that has become all too recognizable worldwide. This class will inform participants of best practices to create a dynamic training program for both responders and civilians for an active shooter incident. This workshop focuses on rapid situational assessment and response from both an unarmed, civilian standpoint as well as an armed responder standpoint. The session will delve into how to utilize existing resources to create realistic drills that will provide confidence to civilians and responders alike. We will also teach security personnel how to create a sustainable training program aimed at providing the maximum chance of survival.

1:00 PM – 1:50 PM
Students on International Campuses - Challenges to Campus Security
Bonaire 5/6
Pat Patton, Director, Security Operations, University of Regina; Ray Wheatley, Security Services Manager, Dublin City University

IACLEA member institutions both receive and send students to international countries. This presentation will discuss challenges to receiving international students, as well as sending our students away. The panel format of this presentation will include representatives from Canada, Ireland and the U.S. to discuss the challenges our students face when traveling to another country from the U.S. during situations like mass shootings, weather events, etc., and how we are challenged in dealing with students from other countries.

1:00 PM – 1:50 PM
Alcohol Law Enforcement and Campus Law Enforcement: Partnering for Success
Curacao 1/2
John Yeomans, Director, Delaware Division of Alcohol and Tobacco Enforcement; Chief Patrick A. Ogden, University of Delaware Police Department

From collaborating on off-campus bars and false ID checks, to shutting down large parties and enforcing underage and overservice laws at football games, the Delaware Division of Alcohol and Tobacco Enforcement and the University of Delaware have worked several collaborative projects.
designed to prevent alcohol-related problems with students and improve overall public safety in the community. This session will provide an overview of the joint operations conducted in Delaware and the lessons learned from the creation of these collaborative efforts. There will also be a discussion of the broader field of alcohol law enforcement across the U.S. and the potential for partnerships with alcohol law enforcement agencies and campus law enforcement to maximize resources in protecting public safety.

1:00 PM – 1:50 PM  
**Clery Act: Common Failures & Lessons Learned**  
*Curacao 3/4*  
Steven Healy, CEO, and Michael Webster, Director, *Regulatory Compliance, Margolis Healy & Associates, LLC*

Based upon MHA’s Clery Act work with hundreds of clients representing the spectrum of higher education, presenters will focus on seven areas that their professional experience and publications by the U.S. Department of Education suggest are critical compliance tasks. In addition, they will identify common institutional gaps and suggest remedies for these gaps, provide participants with key strategies to make the case for compliance from a variety of perspectives including financial risk management, reputation damage control, etc. Participants will receive tools designed to enhance Clery Act compliance.

1:00 PM – 1:50 PM  
**Making Data Fun: Turning a Chore Into a Tool**  
*Curacao 6/7/8*  
Angelic Young, *Director of Training for Law Enforcement, Anti-Defamation League*

Data collection and reporting is one of those universally hated tasks – but it's essential to effective policing. How do you generate enthusiasm among your staff for completing this essential but detested chore? During this session, the Anti-Defamation League's Director of Training for Law Enforcement will walk through some of the most commonly articulated challenges to effective collection, reporting of analysis and introduce some strategies and practices for making more fun, meaningful, and useful.

1:00 PM – 1:50 PM  
**Police Leadership in Responding to Campus Sexual Assault and Dating Violence**  
*Bonaire 7/8*  
Jim Nawoichyk, *Director of Campus Safety & Security,* and Kristen McGeeney, *Program Manager, International Association of Chiefs of Police*

Strong leadership of law enforcement executives is imperative to shift the paradigm of how the criminal justice system serves victims and holds offenders accountable in sexual assault, intimate partner violence, and stalking cases. Particularly in an era when the already unique environment that surrounds these crimes on campuses is continuously shifting, it’s critical for dedicated police leaders to demonstrate an unwavering commitment to providing compassionate and comprehensive services to their community. This workshop will focus on the role of individual leadership – both on the individual campus and in the broader law enforcement community – in ensuring effective and unbiased response to sexual assault, intimate partner violence, and stalking.

2:00 PM – 3:00 PM  
**Institution Meeting 15,000+ FTE**  
*Bonaire 1/2*  
Facilitators: Tom Johnson, *Director of Safety & Transportation, Missouri State University;* Capt. Chris Bentley, *University of Central Arkansas*
2:00 PM – 3:00 PM  
**Institution Meeting 5,000-15,000 FTE**  
Bonaire 3/4  
Facilitators: Sgt. Roberto Lopez, Texas A&M University - San Antonio; Chief John Vinson, Assistant Vice President for Student Life, University of Washington - Seattle

2:00 PM – 3:00 PM  
**Institution Meeting Less than 5,000 FTE**  
Bonaire 5/6  
Facilitator: Chief Steven Kaufman, Schoolcraft College

3:00 PM – 4:30 PM  
**Membership Committee Meeting**  
Curacao 1/2

3:00 PM – 4:30 PM  
**Education & Training Committee Meeting**  
Regents Boardroom

6:00 PM – 8:00 PM  
**Canada Day Celebration - All are welcome!**  
Bus transportation available beginning at 5:30 PM  
Sponsored by AppArmor, D. Stafford & Associates, Allied Universal  
TopGolf Orlando

---

**Monday, July 2, 2018**

8:30 AM – 10:00 AM  
**Annual Business Meeting, Installation, & Fair & Impartial Policing**  
Grand Sierra F-I  
Dr. Lorie Fridell, Director of Research, Police Executive Research Forum (PERF)

Dr. Fridell of the University of South Florida and Fair and Impartial Policing, LLC will share the most up-to-date science on the psychology of bias and discuss the implications of it for campus policing. She will underscore the fact that even well-intentioned people have biases, which can occur outside of conscious awareness. She will describe various types of “implicit biases,” how they might manifest in campus policing, and the consequences for officers, agencies, universities/colleges and campus community members. She will describe the various skills that officers and supervisors need to produce fair and impartial policing and link them to recent campus events; she will convey what agency leaders need to know and do to strengthen their efforts to produce bias-free campus policing.

10:00 AM – 10:30 AM  
**Break**  
Grand Sierra Foyer
10:30 AM – 11:20 AM  Accreditation Manager Training - Part 1  
*Bonaire 1/2*  
*Jack Leonard, Director of Accreditation & PreP, IACLEA*

This two-part workshop will provide an overview of the features and requirements of the Accreditation Program. Intended to outline the critical steps to achieving accreditation, it will identify an explain the principal duties of an Accreditation Manager, including preparing a self-assessment plan, writing effective directives, organizing accreditation files, and preparing for an on-site assessment. Examples of compliance documentation will be discussed.

10:30 AM – 11:20 AM  The Forensic Experiential Trauma Interview: A Change in the Conversation  
*Bonaire 3/4*  
*Dr. Christopher Wilson, Licensed Psychologist; Russell Strand, Co-Founder and Managing Partner, Stand & Heitman Innovative Forensic Techniques LLC (SHIFT)*

The Forensic Experiential Trauma Interview (FETI) has already proven to be a game changer in the investigation and prosecution of many forms of violence, including child abuse and adult sexual abuse. Use of the FETI process in domestic violence cases is also extremely promising for increasing successful interventions, investigations and prosecutions. This interview technique draws on the best practices of child forensic interviews, critical incident stress management, and neuroscience -- combining them all into a simple three-pronged approach that unlocks the trauma experience in a way that we as professionals, and the finder of fact, can better understand.

10:30 AM – 11:20 AM  Utilizing “Command and Control” Technology to Enhance Operations  
*Bonaire 5/6*  
*Jason Goodrich, Director of Business Development, CriticalArc; Roger Sterns, Assistant Chief of Police, Texas A&M University - San Antonio*

As technology becomes more and more prevalent in law enforcement, actual experiences campuses have in utilizing available systems becomes increasingly valuable. The presenters will provide a case study of Texas A&M San Antonio's use of “command and control” technology to enhance the organization's operational capabilities. The presentation will include examples of Texas A&M San Antonio's implementation process, a power point on “command and control” technology, an audience discussion on barriers to implementation and strategies to over them, and a “live view” of Texas A&M San Antonio's system with a question and answer of how the technology works for the agency.

10:30 AM – 11:20 AM  Leadership is a Verb: Training Officers for Command Level Positions  
*Bonaire 7/8*  
*Lt. Jill Weisensel, Marquette University Police Department*  

This presentation will take a critical look at internal leadership development training programs and will offer ways to help organizations motivate qualified candidates and set their young leaders up for success. This program will highlight some of the best law enforcement leadership programs in the country and will provide an overview of the curriculum. Attendees will look at and share information regarding current leadership training programs, and will be given the opportunity to brainstorm and exchange ideas on ways to develop and improve their internal leadership training programs.
10:30 AM – 11:20 AM  
**Opiate Addiction and Impact on Your Campus**  
*Curacao 1/2*  
Randall Kratz, *Senior Account Manager, FEI Workforce Resilience*  

Prescription painkillers and opiate abuse have become part of the larger narrative for addiction as everyone from media to the government continues to highlight an increasingly widespread epidemic. Higher education institutes are no strangers to the negative influence drugs can have on their campus, but opiates present a relatively new phenomenon. This presentation will discuss the ever-increasing issue of opiate and heroin abuse in our workplaces and communities, understanding that drug use affects not just students, but also those responsible for their education. Participants with gain an understanding about the rise in opiate addiction and how to reduce the impact on your campus workforce.

10:30 AM – 11:20 AM  
**The Ohio State University Attack: Lessons Learned**  
*Curacao 3/4*  
Craig Stone, *Executive Director and Chief of Police, University of Illinois* and Kimberly Spears-McNatt, *Interim Chief of Police, The Ohio State University Police Division*  

This presentation will provide an overview of The University of Ohio Department of Public Safety and University Police Division, and will explore the public safety response to the November 2016 attacks at Ohio State University. This session will examine the response to the incident, including unified command, managing three crime scenes and alerting the campus community. Other topics covered include media relations, training, and preparedness.

11:30 AM – 12:30 PM  
**IACP Meeting & Lunch**  
*Curacao 6/7/8*  
*IACP Members Only*

**WORKSHOPS**

12:30 PM – 1:20 PM  
**Accreditation Manager Training - Part 2**  
*Bonaire 1/2*  
Jack Leonard, *Director of Accreditation & PreP, IACLEA*  

This is the second half of a two-part workshop.

12:30 PM – 1:30 PM  
**Fentanyl 101: What Campus Law Enforcement Officers and Administrators Need to Know**  
*Bonaire 3/4*  
Eric Triana, *Acting Unit Chief and Antonio Guzman, Deputy Chief Synthetic Drugs & Chemicals Section, Drug Enforcement Administration*  

Fentanyl is a synthetic opioid originally developed to serve as both a painkiller and an anesthetic; however, its strong opioid properties have made it an attractive drug of abuse. Fentanyl is available in two varieties: licit, which is illegally diverted from the market, and illicit, which is illegally manufactured. The presenters will engage in a dialogue with attendees as they share their experiences dealing with fentanyl on and off campus.

12:30 PM – 1:20 PM  
**Incorporating Nonimmigrant Students Into Your Campus Safety Plan**  
*Bonaire 5/6*  
Rachel Canty, *Director and Roman Peacock, Field Representative, Student Exchange and Visitor Program*  

The Student and Exchange Visitor Program (SEVP), is responsible for providing integrity to the U.S. immigration system by collecting, maintaining and analyzing information so only legitimate nonimmigrant students or exchange visitors gain entry into the United States. In this session, SEVP will: provide information about its role in the homeland security apparatus; give an overview of nonimmigrant students and their contribution to the U.S.
12:30 PM – 1:20 PM Building Community Partnerships Through Social Media  
Bonaire 7/8  
Lt. Danny Weigel, University of North Dakota Police Department

The use of social media in law enforcement, specifically college campuses, has the ability to bind positive relationships between law enforcement and the campus community they serve. The objective of this workshop is to familiarize law enforcement with how you can positively interact with the community through humor and nontraditional means.

12:30 PM – 1:20 PM He Made a Threat, Now What?  
Curacao 1/2  
Chief Donald Challis, Georgia College & State University

The process of threat assessment may be the best tool to reduce acts of extreme violence on our campuses. To maximize the process’s potential we must be able to quickly and accurately identify and triage threats. This session is designed to identify contextual factors that surround the threat environment so they can be useful considerations in a threat assessment process.

12:30 PM – 1:20 PM CRI-TAC’s Positive Impact on Public Safety  
Curacao 3/4  
Josh Bronson, Director of Training, IACLEA

This session will provide information on how the Collaborative Reform Initiative Technical Assistance Center (CRI-TAC) can benefit campus law enforcement by providing free training, resources, and technical assistance through U.S. DOJ COPS grant. Participants will learn about the partnership of police associations and organizations that makes up the CRI-TAC, what topics can be covered using CRI-TAC funding, what resources are available, and how to apply for training and/or technical assistance.

1:30 PM – 2:30 PM Plenary Session: Las Vegas Shooting Spree: An Examination of Techniques and Tactics to Prevent Future Attacks of This Nature  
Grand Sierra F-I  
Mark Camillo, Senior Vice President, Strategic Planning, Contemporary Services Corporation

The tragedy at the 2017 Route 91 Harvest Music festival must not be repeated. In collegiate settings, open-air events that take place in venues such as stadiums are often challenged with direct line of site vantage points from high-ground settings that may or may not be under the jurisdiction of campus police. Although the investigation continues in the Las Vegas shooting, known elements of the attack will be included in this discussion-based session.

2:30 PM – 3:30 PM Closing Reception  
Sponsored by Weldon, Williams, & Lick  
Grand Sierra Foyer